Ask Catherine
February 9, 2021

Introduction:
We include questions sent to askcatherine@solari.com
and posted at Subscriber Input.
Thanks for your questions!
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Cash and Precious Metals
Question: From MG
Are we about to witness the rise of the US dollar? I have
been following Steven for awhile and his theory is starting to be proven correct. A rising US dollar, GFC 2.0,
recession in 2021.
https://youtu.be/4-7UbAkc8KM
CAF Notes & Links:
Question:
Hi Catherine,
Here is my long-winded question for the week. Please
bear with me. There may be others in their 20’s who are

in a similar boat to me so I hope this is useful for others
too.
I have many ‘smart’ finance/entrepreneurial friends
building our digital prison with their investing and employment. It’s been hard watching my money in Gold
drop the past month while they are all making hundreds
of thousands of dollars. Some of them even cashing out
their positions at 400% gains and buying land, gold and
gifts for loved ones with the money. And yet on February 5the the Spec/SPAC/Equity/Crypto party continues.
I’m sitting on Aussie dollars cash, Gold and Gold Miners now. I’m investing my time heavily into my health
and business. I don’t have enough capital for a land purchase. I’ve almost completely come clean across the
board and it feels good morally but It’s the first time in
15 years that I haven’t participated in equities and derivatives markets. I’m worried my mindset is too old fashioned thinking real assets are the only real things with
value. This digital revolution may take 20+ years to fail
and this could imply huge economic consequences for
not participating. I’m 29, self-employed and haven’t
even got close to making millions yet, so low yielding
investments drag my finance mind down. It would be
great to invest with integrity in a mutually beneficial
way. I am creating an amazing health business which

will bring people together and back to nature, fostering
their innate healing abilities. So while I am co-creating
my purpose to give and serve, how can I put my financial mind at ease and invest in ethical ESG businesses?
Do you have any other suggestions?
Sending you sunlight and love from Queensland, Australia.
Thanks and heart blessings,
CAF Notes & Links:
Question: From ST (email)
Dear Catherine:
What a world!! One question: what dealer in precious
metals did you suggest on a prior podcast located in
North Dakota?
Thank you!!
CAF Notes & Links:
Question: From SDA

Thank you so much for all you do.
I live in the USA.
What do you recommend people do with their retrement money at this point in tme? Is it even safe to be
in the stock market? Or should it all be in precious metals?
We are 7 years away from retrement.
CAF Notes & Links:
Future of Money
Question: From JM (email)
Hi Catherine. I can't thank you enough for the wonderful gift that you are to me and so many others.
When the dollar is eventually abolished in favor of the
new digital currency, how will one utilize any gold sovereigns he has obtained? I need help on understanding
how one would use gold in a collapsed economy when

the only recognized currency is digital? I'd like to understand how gold can be converted to spendable currency accepted by retailers and other such entities. I'm
only now learning about such things, so please forgive
my elementary question.
I also wonder how older people can grow their own
food if they have no family and live in zero-lots, condos
or apartments. I am one of those and want to do what I
can to prepare but wonder how to do so with no land or
family to help.
I'm also curious as to how you see the eventual private
property land grab by the government will work for
people living in cities in fully-owned homes (no mortgage). Will property taxes be increased to absurd
amounts that would bankrupt people?
Thank you in advance for any light you can shed on
these questions.
CAF Notes & Links:
Covid-19

Question: From RB
My view: Mikovits exposed
I had this distant understanding that PCR was a fraud,
and they never find the deadly virus. But did not understand in any detail. Then the Planscamdemic happened
and Dr. Tom Cowan popped into my youtube feed, and
I listened. In this short video, he mentioned two books
for reference. 1) Virus Mania by Torsten 2) The Invisible Rainbow by Firstenberg. I bought them and read
them both. I read Virus Mania once, then again to make
sure I was understanding what I was reading. It was just
so far out… At the time I was also listening, and reading
the people like Dr. Judy Mikovits, and wondering, why
no mention of Exosomes. Not a peep from any of the
virus pushers. I thought a chat between Mikovits and
Kaufman/Cowan would be enlightening. Now it has
happened. This is an amazing conversation. Then after
Dr.Kaufman’s feed is cut, they go on joyfully with their
delusion.
Mikovits pops into the video just at about the 21-minute
mark. Is this invincible dogmatic ignorance, or is
Mikovits playing a deceptive role?

https://rumble.com/vd4c17-special-event-roundtable-with-dr.-judy-mikovits-discussing-themagic-virus-.html
CAF Notes & Links:
Question: From SB
I think you would love reading Dr. Kary Mullis’ book
“Dancing Naked in the Mind Field”. He covers the HIV
hoax and much more. What a mind that man had!
https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/dancingnaked-in-the-mind-field-kary-mullis/1100271007?
ean=9780679774006
Dr. Mullis felt a great sense of responsibility and said
the more he read about HIV and aids the more outspoken he became. He believed AZT was killing patients.
He asked Dr. Luc Montagnier(in person) for a paper he
could site on the HIV-AIDS subject and he had none.
Montagnier told him to site the CDC paper which was
not a scientific paper. No peer reviewed paper has been
published that proves HIV causes AIDs. Amazing.
Don’t forget this:
Marcia Angell MD is a well-known, respected physician, long-time editor of NEJM. So it was a bit of a

shock today when Amy Romano, blogger for Lamaze
International, sent me this quote:
It is simply no longer possible to believe much of the
clinical research that is published, or to rely on the judgment of trusted physicians or authoritative medical
guidelines. I take no pleasure in this conclusion, which I
reached slowly and reluctantly over my two decades as
an editor of The New England Journal of Medicine.
CAF Notes & Links:
The breakthrough for me was reading Forest Maready,
particularly The Moth in the Iron Lung, and understanding how the germ theory had been used financially to
save corporations and the insurance industry billions.
Then the Virus Mania history made sense. There are
two problems I have in the germ theory debate. First,
Rappoport is right. Chemical warfare is much easier to
manage then bio warfare. I would add electromagnetic
warfare. So I think the diseases we are dealing with –
whatever they are – are much more controllable. They
may include genetically engineered viruses. But there is
plenty of good old fashioned poisoning going on – and
that includes EMF radiation. The second problem is that
we do not have an integrated vision of our physical bodies that includes our electromagnetic body. That is why
watching Ulrike’s Wave Genome is strongly recom-

mended – all of the Future Science series is essential
viewing here.
Question: From BC & A
Catherine this is a very uncomfortable situation my son
is in. He joined the navy almost 2 years ago. He absolutely believes in fighting for the tenets of our republic
however the current environment in the military with
mandatory CV vaccines and serving under a less than
coherent administration has put him on a line which he
feels he can not cross. He will not get the vaccine. In
his assessment, there is no logic to the push behind this
(toxine). He favored the last administration because of
the commitment to no new wars. He knows he accepted
a contract and took an oath but is there a time in your
opinion a breaking of such a contract is warranted. He
understands the difficulty of this process and the possible effect on his future. Kind regards,
CAF Notes & Links:
If you look at the policy changes (seehttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MgOcMePVlU8 ) the US military
is in the process of changing the deal on him. So as a
moral issue, I see absolutely no problem in leaving the
contract. The question is administrative and legal. What

are his options to leave before the vaccine is required.
That is what you need to figure out. I would find a
highly capable private attorney with long history in the
Navy JAG who can help him figure the most intelligence and mature pathway. This is a situation where
first rate legal representation can make a big deal, so
this is a great investment of your money.
I will discuss the policy changes more on money and
markets.
Feedback
Question: From RW (email)
Did you know the Solari Mobile App is not listed in
Google Play and the link to it is useless
Is there anyway you can make your website mobile
friendlier? It is time consuming to login and enjoy the
content and it's very difficult to navigate. All the graphics look nice but they take forever to appear on my cell
phone
CAF Notes & Links:

Question: From RPW (email)
The mobile app doesn't work. Is there anyway you
can make your website mobile friendlier. It is time
consuming to login and enjoy the content and it's
very difficult to navigate. All the graphics look nice
but they take forever to appear on my cell phone
Here is an independent third party report clearly
showing the website is not mobile friendly. Perhaps the graphic with the microphone could also
be a text link at the top of the website. It is not my
brand new cell phone nor the high speed giga wifi
connection. Thanks for your consideration
CAF Notes & Links:
Question: From D (email)
Hello Mrs Fitts,
per aspera ad astra - so to speak - I stumbled across your
web site. I dived into it and found many thing interesting and conclusive. So much though, that I decided to
support your work with an annual repeating amount. So:
thanks for the work and effort. Being native German I

am lucky to converse in English quite fluent. Many
other Germans are just as lucky, I suppose. But a broad
majority is not. On order for them to gain access to your
information for instance they would use some AI like
Google translate or so. These pieces of software are
faulty and will deliver only part of the information correctly. The remainder will be some gibberish. So, people don’t have easy access to that information and will
likely lose interest or, worse though, attach a tag on you
that does your work no justice and might even shine a
light on you you would not want to appear in.
So, why not publicise your information in several languages ?
I find some pieces translated into other languages, German is about them every now and then, but not the entirety of you built up on your web site. However, as you
said in your talks: we build our own prison. One of our
strenghtes is to stop doing that. This is, from my point
of view at least, a m a j o r contributor to make the cattle
chute we are fearfully recognizing following the judas
cattle fo away. What it takes, though, to help other see is
to spread the word so that they can understand.
Coming to an end I do encourage you to address Europe

with 245 M people at least in additional languages such
as French, German, Italian, Spanish, Portugese… and
others. I named the ones of which I believe they’s make
a big impact in the collective perception of the european
people. Others should follow and continue to carry the
wave throughout Europe.
Well, if you would think of providing content in other
languages at all I would be willing to contribute to a
German version of your content. If you are using wordpress to manage your site, for instance, you can load
polylang and get your site multilangual quickly and
fairly effortless. I am saying this out of my own experience ;-).
Warpping up: you’re doing a great job :-). If only what
you publish could reach farther… I am willing to put
time and effort into „reaching farther”.
Thanks for listening
CAF Notes & Links:
Question: From AAL (email)
Hey Catherine,

I left a comment on a musical selection you had posted.
Why is my google profile picture pooled in for all to
see?
With Utmost Respect,
CAF Notes & Links:
Going Direct Reset
Question: From TM (email)
Hi Catherine,
I got a little lost on the way this was going to be used to
take down businesses.
If the SBA is part of the government then how is the
money coming from them different from coming from
the Feds....or am I forgetting the Feds are privately
owned.
Please expand on data mining, why it would have to be
paid back when they seem to be giving it away as gift to
people and how this perhaps allows them to take over a
small business.
Thanks so much for the report with John Titus. I am no

longer a business owner, but just trying to see what is
coming for my kids generation with all of this.
And I need even a more dumbed down marble example
with a little lego man that is me. I get money from my
job then put it into my local bank then take out a loan
for a car....then I lose you two....the treasury notes and
the balance sheets. I continue to watch Titus videos but
just need the jr first grade version to jump on board!
CAF Notes & Links:

Health
Question: From IN
Have you heard about Dr. Paul’s new show?
Against the Wind with Dr. Paul Thomas – Doctors &
Science Under Fire
Dr. Paul co-authored The Vaccine Friendly Plan book
that outlines what parents should consider when it
comes to which vaccines to give and when. His recent
paper shows the CDC vaccine schedule creates a massive aluminum overload pushing infants over the toxic

level for 30 – 70% of their first 7 months of life. Infants
who follow the Vaccine-Friendly Plan spend 6% of their
first 7 months in the toxic zone for aluminum. With Dr.
James Lyons-Weiler, Dr. Paul published the data for all
children born into his practice in the landmark paper
comparing unvaccinated to variably vaccinated children
showing significantly improved health outcomes in the
unvaccinated.
https://www.doctorsandscience.com/
CAF Notes & Links:
Question:
CAF Notes & Links:
Local Gatherings
Question:
CAF Notes & Links:
Recommended Links

Question: From DDC [not a question]
Well well, look what i saw to my surprise! Hah!
That profound writing gone mainstream.�
https://youtu.be/5L48nTBJmMg
CAF Notes & Links:
[Discuss faith and taking responsibility]
As a subsciber put it: “True intelligence is allowing our
minds to sift through the data and make the most correct
conclusions and directions you can.”
Question: From last week
Music to avoid according to Dr. J. Farrell?
CAF Notes & Links:
Here’s Dr. Farrell’s list:
Dr. Joseph P. Farrell’s Muisc to Avoid Recommendations
Question: From CJ [not a question]

https://thepostmillennial.com/exclusive-trump-supporter-flagged-with-facial-recognition-technology-atairport-interrogated-by-dhs-fbi
CAF Notes & Links:
Question: From PDS [not a question]
Heard your recent comment on the off planet structures.
Today see below link :
https://greatgameindia.com/dubai-space-court/
No co-incidence there.
CAF Notes & Links:
Question: From RP [not a question]
Good discussion and comments on JPF site:
https://gizadeathstar.com/2021/02/dubai-creates-space-court-but-thats-not-all/
CAF Notes & Links:
Question: From LG [not a question]
And now there is this, from January, right in the open. A
programable life form, lives 10 days. Bot beast?
https://phys.org/news/2020-01-bot-beast-scientists-programmable.html

CAF Notes & Links:
We have entered a period called “out of control”
Question: From M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rQSDEceknU4 .
Attached is the Russian 1,6M views Video by a
Michalkov, a famous Russian movie producer whose
family roots go to the Russian/Soviet/Post Perestroika
Elite. His views are based on Christian morale, as you
see the icons on the background. This video is the most
explosive material I’ve seen on c19 pandemic. The
video is based on the research by UK based Russian
blogger/attorney. She and Michalkov go right to the bottom the regime change by totalitarian elites. They contrast and compare Agenda 21/30 with 1917 Russian
Revolution. I posted a request there to translate it and
post the English subtitles. But, if anyone has a Russian
speaking friend, it would be extremely helpful to watch
it as soon as possible in order to connect the dots.
CAF Notes & Links:
Would be great to get subtitles.
Question: From AG [not a question]

Surprising ruling from a court in Peru! Gates, Soros,
Rockefeller’s………
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=50896
CAF Notes & Links:
Question: From CM [not a question]
Covid is a genetic code in our DNA…. specifically
chromosome 8…. my oh my
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fSqlnzPUJZ0
From WC
https://ourgreaterdestiny.org/2020/08/bombshell-evidence-covid-rna-base-pairs-are-identical-to-chromosome-8-human-dna/
I found the link to the original article for closer scrutiny.
CAF Notes & Links:
Question: From LW [not a question]
HIGHLY RECOMMEND: Alexander Sachs and Roths
-- Israel and Balfour Agreement

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=R2ckEdX1U_4&t=330s
CAF Notes & Links:
Question: From RP
Lin Wood:
“The United States Supreme Court has scheduled the
Pennsylvania election case, Sidney’s Michigan election
case, and my Georgia election case for its February 19
conference.”
Tierney: https://www.tierneyrealnewsnetwork.com/p
ost/tierney-s-real-news-02-04-21
“Mike Lindell said he’s developed a 3 hour Documentary on election fraud, with the support of President
Trump, that will drop Friday February 5, 2021. “If you
knew what I know you would be so confident. Anyone
who sees this documentary will see the election was
stolen by foreign invaders. It’ll be the most important
documentary you ever watch in history.” Once it’s released, he’s asking ALL of us to send it everywhere we
can. I hope it lives up to its promise.
Wilbur Ross & Larry Kudlow, former Trump cabinet
members, filed with the SEC to form a SPAC to raise
$345 million. A SPAC is a “blank check” vehicle that

raises money from investors to acquire a private company and bring them public. The SPAC craze exploded
in 2020, with more than 248 blank check companies
that raised $83 billion. Rumors are they’re raising
money to start a media company for Trump.”
SWIFT interop with digital yuan? https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/swift-sets-joint-venture-chinacentral-bank-ahead-imminent-digital-yuan-launch
Banking
data: https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/02/ba
nk-america-secretly-flagged-purchase-history-customers-sent-data-feds-capitol-riot/
CAF Notes & Links:
I edited the link to Lin Wood out. Don’t want it on the
site
Question: From IN [not a question]
A new tool developed by William A. Jacobson, Clinical
Professor of Law and Director of the Securities Law
Clinic at Cornell Law School:
Welcome to Critical Race Training in Higher Education
A free resource for parents and students concerned
about the negative impact Critical Race Training has on
education. Search our database of over 200 colleges and

universities to learn more about Critical Race Training
on campuses nationwide.
https://criticalrace.org/
CAF Notes & Links:
Question: From IN [not a question]
The HighWire with Del Bigtree – Back-To-School
Fears with Dr. Paul
After ignoring overwhelming data demonstrating
Schools, and children, are not a primary source of transmission of Covid19, health authorities are finally pushing for opening schools. But, after stoking ‘unrealistic
fear’ in the public, about SARS CoV2, parents and
teachers are hesitant to return. Our favorite pediatrician,
Dr. Paul Thomas shares what he’s found in his own personal studies on transmission of Covid.
https://thehighwire.com/videos/back-to-school-fearswith-dr-paul/ (27:26)
https://www.brighteon.com/c328effc-1be3-4790b4b8-22e0435a8789 (27:26)
CAF Notes & Links:
Given the reports of testing without parental consent,
simply wrong to send a child into this system.
Question: From RP

The Mike Lindell election documentary, “Absolute
Proof”, was released today, but removed from several
sites. Unclear why he did not hire a professional to
present this message: https://michaeljlindell.com/
CAF Notes & Links:
Question: From RB
The whole show seems so coordinated or uncoordinated, I can’t tell. Why aren’t Powell, Flynn, Byrne,
Lindell coordinating their effort, or are they? Are we at
43D Chess yet? Who else is in that mix, I am forgetting
somebody.
Between them all, they could certainly muster the resources needed to produce a clear message. They don’t
even appear to be communicating with each other. I can
imagine a formidable effort if they were actually combining resources. Do a Vaxxed Style Road Show. People are starving for information. Think of the opposition
that Polly had with Vaxxed, and she did it reaching millions of people. The effort appears to be bullshit.
Why are Byrne and Lindell running what seems like different efforts?

Byrne’s story is interesting as hell but leaves you hanging on the big giant special counsel question and a few
others. Maybe there will be a part 5? Who Knows? Was
Trump sincere when he appointed Powell as special
counsel, or just trying to weasel away? Why would
Trump tolerate behavior like Bryne describes for four
years. Why would Trump not follow up with Powell directly? Can’t the guy pick up a phone? Wouldn’t he be
looking for Powell on Monday at the White House? Or
at least by Friday?
Trump’s kids and Guliani partying it up New Year’s
Eve? Very weird.
I really don’t understand that world. My sense is Byrne,
and Powell was maybe mounting the most sincere of all
their efforts.
Flynn is in the shadows so who knows what he is doing,
and now his brother is a big shot in the army. I don’t
know what to do with that info and can’t find any place
for it where it offers any meaning to better my understanding.
Lindell is making C+ documentaries and pillows.
I don’t know that any of it matters. It is the same old
story, a Red Button story.

On a more positive note, I am most excited about
adding a few milk goats in the spring. Then I got a call
this afternoon. A family is moving and needs a home for
16 chickens and ducks, just under a year old. They arrive tomorrow. Now that I think about it, did she say 16
chickens and 16 ducks, or was it 16 combined?
My little farms needs a bit of work before I can call it a
real farm, little and all. But we have big plans, a nice
barn built and lots of weeds for goats.
CAF Notes & Links:
There are two options. Trump made a deal to lead his
supporters into the domestic terrorism trap is one. Gross
incompetence on the part of Gulliani and Trump is another. Time is likely to tell.
No doubt Jim Baker is shaking his head. Bush won the
2000 election because Baker ran the election fraud management post election, not Gulliani.
Question: From RP
It must require great effort to be this incompetent (both
the pre-election Dem “campaign” and the post-election
Rep “investigation”), so could it be an off-off-off-Broadway show? If both teams are run by the same
central bankers, why not have “keep what you catch”

equal opportunity looting by each team in turn, ahead of
a major economic shift?
Not much leadership messaging or popular consent is
needed for off-book operations while systems are on
technocratic auto-pilot. If a time comes to deliver bad
news, there’s a bad cop on standby. If a time comes for
rebuilding, there’s a “populist” leader-in-exile on
standby, pending some miraculous electoral event. Maximum optionality. Three presidents for the price of one!
Four if we include the shadow ex-President.
Even the new Time story parallels the Navarro report &
Lindell documentary, further blurring reality:
https://time.com/5936036/secret-2020-election-campaign/
https://navarroreport.com/
A visible example of reality conflicting with media is
NYC “outdoor” dining:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FNMJf_VMK8o
– “I try to avoid trying to understand it. I just exist
within it.”
– “why does everybody walk around like this is
normal?”
– “How is this reality?”
On a positive note, a snowball fight last weekend, organized by NYU students:

https://twitter.com/firenzemike/status/135675149318
1898760
CAF Notes & Links:
Question: From JD [not a question]
Here is part 4 of Patrick Byrne’s account. One big giant
wag the dog?
https://www.deepcapture.com/2021/02/how-djt-lost-the-white-house-chapter-4-the-christmas-doldrums-december-23-noon-january-6/
CAF Notes & Links:
Wonder how much the folks involved were paid to set
up 70MM Americans. When will we learn to stop investing in the pro-centralization team. If all the time that
went into rallies like this or the Presidential campaign
had gone into building fresh food systems and local currencies, imagine where we would be.
Question: From JD [not a question]
CAF Notes & Links:
Question: From JB [not a question]

A bit different for everyone but I would personally just
like to make a recommendation of the Warrior Poet Society(https://warriorpoetsociety.us/) I have been
watching their content for a while and for anyone interested in self defense/ home protection/ tactical skills I
think they are a great resource. The time for being
squeamish about violence is behind us I think and it is
time to educate and upgrade skills on how to protect
yourself. Just my opinion and more data and information for those interested
CAF Notes & Links:
Amen. Will check it out. They have a great reading list.
Question: From LW [not a question]
Thank you for posting this. It’s a wealth of learning
curve coverage! I have a high respect for Tim Larkin in
the self defense space; his product that I found five
years ago is called “Target Focus Training”. A primary
thrust of his system is to immediately produce INJURY
in your attacker, not battery. Battery allows intelligent
response, Injury produces spinal reflex responses, uncontrollable and predictable. Martial art/sport based systems don’t teach this. Zero flourish, 100% effect.

CAF Notes & Links:

Question: From RP [not a question]
World Bank document on Covid response program, runs
from Apr 2020 to March 2025:
http://documents1.worldbank.org/curated/en/993371
585947965984/pdf/World-COVID-19-Strategic-Preparedness-and-Response-Project.pdf
CAF Notes & Links:
Question: From CD [not a question]
https://mynews4.com/news/local/nevada-billwould-allow-tech-companies-to-create-governments
CAF Notes & Links:
Question: From JG [not a question]
I posted these years ago, but in case anyone is interested
in reading those Miles Mathis articles that I’ve just
mentioned, where he presents detailed evidence contending that the Charles Manson murders, the O.J.
Simpson murders and trial, and the assassination of

Abraham Lincoln were all false flag events, here are the
links to these articles:
http://mileswmathis.com/tate.pdf
http://mileswmathis.com/oj.pdf
http://mileswmathis.com/lincoln.pdf
CAF Notes & Links:
Old technique. Like pandemics.
Question: From RP [not a question]
Final update from Miles Mathis on election (page 29),
essentially a red button pitch:
http://mileswmathis.com/trump3.pdf
“They faked the whole election brouhaha as more misdirection, to keep your mind and eyes off the trillions
they are stealing from the treasury in debt creation and
other conjobs. And what have you done about it? Nothing. You were waiting for Trump to save you. I have
news for you: there are a hundred million of you or
more. You don’t need Trump to save you. You can save
yourselves just by standing up and saying no. 50,000
restaurant owners in Italy decided to band together and
reopen, defying government orders. The government
has been able to do nothing about it. Do you really
think the US Government can put 100 million Trump
supporters/conservatives/anti-maskers/anti-

vaxxers/others in jail, collect fines from them, take their
guns, or do anything else? Of course not. It is all a
bluff. It has all been a test to see how far they could
bluff you, using fear as their main lever. And you have
mostly fallen for it.
So it is not the government you should fear most: it is
your own gullibility and weakness, and that of your
neighbors. But the news is good from there, since the
fear and gullibility and weakness is your own. Meaning,
you have control over it. If you are tired of being afraid
and gullible and weak, just stop. You have that ability
and power. You don’t need to reform government or the
bastards behind it. Reform yourself and the problem is
solved. 100 million such people could not be imposed
upon by anyone.
You will tell me there is no chance of 100 million people reforming themselves like that, and suddenly becoming strong. And I tell you that most people, even the
Dems and liberals, are one tocsin, one defining event,
away from saying “no more”. When pushed to the edge,
it doesn’t take a huge amount of courage to say “no
more”. At some point it becomes the last and only
available response. I know because I came to it long
ago. I didn’t suddenly become a superhero, I just embraced the last available response, which was to say
“No, I am not retreating any further. If you want to

push anymore, you better dig a grave first, because one
of us is going into it”. I believe a large number of people are at that point, or right on the cusp, and the important thing is to keep them from fighting eachother.
The governors are trying to start a civil war, so that we
divide down the middle and attack one another, which
is why I keep telling you to focus. This isn’t about left v.
right or black v. white or men v. women. It is about the
billionaires and trillionaires feasting on the rest of us
like a pack of wolves. So remember that when you find
yourself.”
CAF Notes & Links:
Question: From JA (email) [not a question]
I just wanted to share this wonderful sermon with you as
I think it will remind you of some other great pastors
you have known in the past. You might want to also
share it on Solari. Very timely and right on target (on
the mark, so to speak)..
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mi-dYlz1IiM
Thank you,
CAF Notes & Links:

Question: From JF (email)
Catherine,
Mr. Global is the Superior General of the Jesuit Order,
also known as the Father General or the Black Pope.
His purpose is to reverse the Protestant Reformation and
get the Roman Catholic Church back to being the "universal" church and government, to which everyone in
the world belongs. This universal religion and government is to be run by Jesus Christ when he returns. Prior
to that, it will be run by Christ's representative, the
Pope. The capital is to be Jerusalem. A related purpose
is that poor and suppressed people are less likely to notice his crimes, and are more likely to agree to help with
his activities.
I only discovered this last March, when I was trying to
figure out what the pandemic shutdowns were all about.
To explain what I discovered, I first need to describe the
Third Party Law of Scientology (a copy of which is enclosed). This says that, for a war or any conflict to exist
between two nations, there needs to be a third party that
is present and unknown and is actively producing the

conflict. If you look at a war and cannot find the third
party who is creating the war, then keep looking for the
third party. Any war has a third party that is creating it.
Now, I had known the Third Party Law for years, but
had never been very successful at looking at a war and
figuring out who the third party was. This changed, in
March 2020, when I happened to read about the suppression of the Jesuits (
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Suppression_of_the_Society_of_Jesus ). By 1782, the Jesuits had been kicked out
of all countries except China, Russia, and Prussia, and
the Pope had banned them. Then, there was the French
Revolution and the Napoleonic Wars. By 1814, all of
the rulers who kicked out the Jesuits were gone, and the
new rulers welcomed the Jesuits back.
I'd never known the third party that caused the French
Revolution or the Napoleonic Wars. It sure looked like
the Jesuits had a motive. From that, I tentatively concluded that the Jesuits were the third party for those
wars.
From this, I wondered if the pattern might be:
1) a ruler kicks the Jesuits out,
2) there is war and chaos,

3) the old ruler is gone, and
4) the new ruler welcomes the Jesuits back.
I checked out a number of cases, and found that this pattern works remarkably well. For example, Fidel Castro
kicked the Jesuits out of Cuba in 1961, and Saddam
Hussein kicked the Jesuits out of Iraq in 1969. Both
countries were later attacked by the United States.
Jesuits have always been expert spies. An example from
around 1600 was the Jesuit priest, John Gerard (
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Gerard_(Jesuit) ),
who wrote a book in Latin about his years as a spy in
England to be used to train other Jesuit spies. E Howard
Hunt of the CIA said "We've always said in an admiring
way that the Jesuits form the greatest intelligence service in the world and always have". I believe that the
CIA was created primarily to do what the Jesuits
needed, and to shift the blame to the CIA instead of the
Jesuits.
I've enclosed a three page piece from the Matrix Revealed by Jon Rappoport. It describes how the Jesuits
recruit agents, and I think it is really creepy. It describes
Catholics who are involved in Catholic organizations.
Some of them get more involved, and end up getting

business or other deals from these organizations that
give them a good standard of living that they would not
want to lose. They end up with an "advisor", who is a
Jesuit, but they probably don't know that. They end up
having sexual affairs, and then needing to confess. They
also are asked to provide lots of spy information. In the
end, they cannot get out of this system. This was written
a number of years ago, and mentions a number of US
Senators, including Joe Biden.
The Jesuits are organized like an army. The Father General gives an order, and it is obeyed.
Jesuits believe that the end justifies the means. That
means that they can and should do whatever horrible
things that are necessary to achieve their all-important
goal.
The way the Jesuits are organized makes them masters
at being the third party that creates wars. If the Father
General wants to create war between two countries, he
can order his agents in each of those countries to do
things or say things that will move each country toward
war with the other country.
My belief is that other groups suspected of being Mr.

Global, actually work for the Jesuits.
For example Freemasonry was created in 1717. I believe it was created to give the Jesuits a non-Catholic
cover organization they could use to operate in Great
Britain. Later, they used Freemasonry in other countries.
Napoleon captured the Pope and held him prisoner.
Since then, the Pope takes orders from the Father General of Jesuits, and not the other way around. So, anything the Catholic Church does can be considered to be
under Jesuit control.
You have said that Bill Gates is not his own man, and I
agree. In a similar way, I believe that the Rothschilds
and Rockefellers are not their own men, and that they
take orders from the Jesuits.
Freemasons on both sides of the Atlantic Ocean started
the American Revolution. This included Benjamin
Franklin and George Washington. It also included actions in Great Britain, such as the Stamp Act, which
were designed to drive a wedge between Great Britain
and her colonies. The newly created United States with
its freedom of religion gave the Jesuits another country
in which they could operate.

Jesuit influence on the US government is not new. The
Mexican War is a good example. In 1833, Mexico
seized all of the property of the Catholic Church. Three
years later, in 1836, Texas declared its independence
from Mexico, led by Masons such as Stephen F. Austin
and Sam Houston. In 1844, James Polk, a Mason, won
the US Presidential election on a platform of western
expansion. Soon, the US and Mexico were at war. By
the end of that war, the US had taken a huge amount of
Mexican territory. Soon after that, Catholics started lobbying to have the California missions returned to the
Catholic Church. I believe that President Buchanan returned one of the missions, and then President Lincoln
returned all of the remaining missions to the Catholic
Church.
A Der Spiegel article on August 8, 1958 said "The Jesuits are also involved in the major US steel companies
Republic Steel and National Steel, as well as in the four
major US aircraft plants: Boeing, Lockheed, Douglas
and Curtiss-Wright." The same article said "Today,
Bank of America is 51 percent owned by the Order."
Here is a link to a translation of that article:
https://www.reddit.com/r/Jesuitworldorder/comments/9
m341u/der_spiegal_article_august_8_1958_on_vatican/

When it comes to the COVID pandemic, there are
plenty of Jesuit connections. Dr Anthony Fauci graduated from the Jesuit College of the Holy Cross. California Governor, Gavin Newsom, the first governor to shut
down a state due to COVID, graduated from the Jesuit
University of Santa Clara. New York Governor (and
former HUD secretary) Andrew Cuomo, first governor
to shut down an Eastern state, graduated from the Jesuit
Fordham University. House Speaker, Nancy Pelosi's
husband graduated from the Jesuit Georgetown University. Federal Reserve Chairman, Jerome Powell, received his law degree from the Jesuit Georgetown University.
It is important to note that the Jesuit Order and the
whole Catholic Church are in trouble because of the
priest shortage. Kids do not want to grow up to be
priests and nuns. The Jesuits cannot function without
priests, so this is a major problem for them.
I like your story of Gideon. I think Mr. Global will lose,
and it will look a lot like the victory of Gideon. But, Mr.
Global will leave quite a mess behind.
I want to make this information more broadly known,

and would appreciate your advice and help.
Attachements:
Third Party Law
How Jesuits recruit agents
CAF Notes & Links:
Question: From SG (email) [not a question]
Catherine,
Thank you for your perspective.
I think you will find William Henry to be a kindred
spirit.
His writings, videos, and articles offer a new facet to
many of the issues you are presenting.
Here are a couple recent pieces:
REVELATION 20-21: THE RAINBOW ANGEL OF
THE LORD DISCLOSURE | William Henry
THE NEUROSCIENCE OF ASCENSION: SACRED
ART, CHRIST CONSCIOUSNESS AND BUDDHA’S
BRAIN | William Henry

CAF Notes & Links:
Question: From RG (email)
Dear Catherine
In your last 'Ask Catherine' you talked about French scientists who had been put away in psychiatric clinics.
Previously you had also reported on a German lawyer
who had been put under psychiatric observation against
her will for her ideas. In this regard I came across two
very interesting documents from German universities
which show that academia, at least in Germany, has
been completely compromised.
The 1st Document:
https://www.unimannheim.de/media/Fakultaeten/sowi/Dokumente/Stellenangebote/111120_Onlinefachtagung_Verschwoerungstheorien.pdf
is an invitation to a specialist conference “Conspiracies
and Anti-Semitism”which was held on the 26th November 2020.
The invitation states that the central questions they are
going to discuss, are “Why are conspiracy theories antidemocratic, anti-pluralistic, and anti-Semitic? What defines them and how do they argue? What makes people,

especially during the crisis, so susceptible to conspiracy
fairy tales? How can one smoothly oppose them in debates and training situations?”
This means zero tolerance for opinions outside the official narrative.
The 2nd document:
https://www.uni-heidelberg.de/md/izn/zi_predoc_ausschreibung.pdf
is a posting for a research job at the University of Heidelberg which will involve investigating the connection
between neurological instability and the belief in conspiracy theories through mathematical modeling of experimentally obtained neurological scientific data.
The project is a collaboration between Dr. Georgia
Koppe (Computational Psychiatry, Dept of Theoretical
Neuroscience and Clinic for Psychiatry and Psychotherapy at the University of Mannheim) and Dr. Martin
Gerchen (Biological Psychology, Dept of Clinical Psychology at the University of Mannheim).
According to the second document people who believe
in conspiracy theories suffer from instability of their
neurons. It is important to note that the “link” is already
assumed to be a fact, at least this is what the wording of
this project outline states. The proposed research project
is interdisciplinary and uses mathematical modeling
based on data obtained through experiments. I wonder

how many conspiracy theorists are willing to participate. This is very alarming and inflammatory. Psychiatry was used in the 3rd Reich and in the USSR to suppress any criticism.
Both documents are highly derogatory and do not differentiate between different conspiracy theories. Worst of
all they come in the disguise of 'objective' science and
are at least partially funded by the German state, i.e. the
taxpayer. They intend to select 'suitable' candidates
from leading positions in academia and economy, suggesting that the next attack on real democracy is already
in the making.
Moreover, both of these documents strongly indicate
that there are plans from the academic and scientific
communities to to instrumentalise psychiatry and psychotherapy on a large scale in order to fight people who
criticise the official narrative, whatever that narrative
might be. Dangerous times are ahead.
Regards
CAF Notes & Links:
Shadow Work
Question: From CM

Good Morning Ms. Fitts
I read from 2/3/21 WSJ – Puerto Rico is getting 6 BILLION dollars (from old ‘friends’ of yours the Dept of
HUD) in federal funding to prepare for FUTURE hurricanes. I am thinking the federal government knows
something WE don’t know. I could be wrong but would
love to hear your valued wisdom on the money move by
the Fed.
CAF Notes & Links:
Don’t know anything about it. Will take a look.
Question: From CD
Hi, I have recently discovered Lin Wood and he seems
pretty honest at first glance.
What am I missing?
CAF Notes & Links:
Not a fan. My advice – be careful.
Response from CD
I am.
Why don’t you elaborate more on that?
CAF Notes & Links:

Question: From JD [not a question]
FILE UNDER: OMERTA FREE ZONE
Well, here we have it folks: Time Magazine explains
how the left rigged the 2020 election, to save democracy.
“the participants want the secret history of the 2020
election told, even though it sounds like a paranoid
fever dream–a well-funded cabal of powerful people,
ranging across industries and ideologies, working together behind the scenes to influence perceptions,
change rules and laws, steer media coverage ..and control the flow of information.”
Read it for yourself! They were doing us a favor!
https://time.com/5936036/secret-2020-election-campaign/
CAF Notes & Links:
Question: From BH (email)
Do you have any information on Dyncorp and how they
influence current events?
CAF Notes & Links:
Question: From DE

Catherine, something you touched on so briefly somewhere, i have lost it now, but you spoke about when you
were young that you were privy and were taught about
secret societies and initiation / various types of non-public information of the upper elite class. I am not sure if
you are even able to share that, but I wanted to at least
ask. Perhaps you have shared it somewhere and i am
just missing it.
Kind Regards
CAF Notes & Links:
No, I don’t share unless a specific is useful for a particular example for educational purposes. See Deep State
Tactics 101 – it comes up there several times I think. I
have found that these discussions lapse into unproductive entertainment, often because they are so foreign to
people who have not spent time with or in any of the
many secret societies or intelligence operations. In addition, I have no intention to help the intelligence agencies
fill out their files on me. I have said on many occasions
that I encourage them to make any files they have on me
public, so I can corroborate the parts that are true (they
can be full of gossip and things that are not true). That
would free up the conversation. However, they have
not. One of the problems is that there is no statute of

limitations on the assassination of a US citizen, and that
includes my mother and, probably, my father. The story
of my mother’s death is described in Meditations of the
Crossroads. They did something particularly nasty in
2004, so in response I published the story of my mother’s death. Asymetrical Tit for Tat.

Take Action
Question: From KM
I have studied your work for five years. I started studying the global governance issue shortly after getting my
eMBA in Canada, USA, Mexico and Brazil. I have had
many spontaneous spiritual experiences which led me to
a passion for understanding what is really happening on
Planet Earth.
As a mother of two grown sons, I am very concerned
with where the world is going. I would like to become
very involved in the World Freedom Alliance. I started
my career as a computer programmer after obtaining my
Bachelor of Commerce (Honours in Computer Science)
from the University of Saskatchewan (Canada). My expertise is in Operations Management and Project Man-

agement. I think I can add a lot of value to WFA as either an Operations Manager or as the Canadian liaison. I have reached out to the WFA many times but
have not heard back from them.
Given the nature of the work, I suspect character references are in order. You may contact Anna Brees (ex
BBC journalist with a large Youtube and Twitter following), Paul Hellyer (former Minister of Defence –
Canada), Jeroen vanStratton (GlobalBEM), Jeane Manning (Canadian author of many books on breakthrough
energy). Also, I have worked with Robert Dupper on an
unsuccessful project that intended to form a global nonprofit focused around Breakthrough Energy.
Would you be willing to contact Dolores Cahill or
Maneka Helleberg directly and let them know of my desire to assist them with Operations. I have 28 years of
experience in the rapidly changing telecom sector. At
one point, I was the Operations Manager for a $990 M
contact which included serviced development, operational delivery and extensive stakeholder / customer collaboration. In short, I feel I was born for this job. J
I am currently living at my beach house in remote Costa
Rica with my spiritual partner. I need to be involved in

creating a better world so that I can go to sleep at night
knowing that I did my best to create freedom for others.
I want to help pave the trail so that my future grand children can be born into a better world. Can you please
help me by introducing me to Dolores or Maneka
please?
In gratitude,
CAF Notes & Links:
Question: From AG [not a question]
C-1984 – Grass Roots Action in Florida – (Applicable
to other states too!)
(Sibel Edmonds and Pending Bill in Legislature as well)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aO4G15Cn_j8
https://coronanews123.wordpress.com/2021/01/29/flo
rida-health-activists-file-model-legislation-againstmandatory-covid-vaccinations/
CAF Notes & Links:
Question: From CD

Actually, knowing clearly from now on that election
process is fake is a major event that pushes people to the
brink.
Before they can begin to identify who is ultimately hurting them, they have to start and keep saying no.
This means to stop feeding the beast : stop paying taxes.
But this needs some amount of coordinating.
What I see from where I am is that the US is organizing
and the Q psy op has actually HELPED with that.
The huge attacks against “QAnons” are also supporting
my view.
What do you think?
CAF Notes & Links:
Question: From JP (email)
Hi Catherine!
Was wondering if you could present your take on
Opportunity Zones. They seem like vulture capitalism
that benefits the 1% rather than the low-income
community they are supposed to help. Am I wrong in
my analysis?

Should we stay away from them?
Thanks so much,
CAF Notes & Links
Question: From D (email)
I have a good friend/professional colleague, a Canadian,
who is seriously considering immigrating to the US
with her 19 year old son. My friend is a naturopathic
doctor who is deeply concerned by what is happening in
Canada and the US. Both my friend and her son also
suffer from Lyme Disease and are going to receive
treatment in Nashville, TN in the next month or so. My
friend is struggling with whether to remain in the US
(Tennessee or Texas) after treatment and try to live under the radar while pursuing a green card or to return to
Canada and seek the green card outside the US. Many
unknowns exist regarding how to move forward with
this. I’ve advised her to consult with a good immigration attorney. Unfortunately, I don’t know one. I’m hoping that you and/or the Solari community might have
some ideas on how to approach my friend’s challenge.
Also, are there any small communities in Tennessee (or
throughout the US) that have structured/are structuring

themselves around the principles you’ve put forth for
living freely and challenging the reset.
Many thanks,
CAF Notes & Links
Question: From DC (email)
Hi Catherine,
I just got done reading The State of Our Pensions. It was
as good and as informative as The State of Our Currencies. That leads me to my question.
I have been living in Texas for a couple of years. I love
it here more than where I came from in the Northeastern
part of the United States, but I have been curious as to
whether I would not experience more financial and political freedoms as a resident of Oklahoma instead. Help
me out here Catherine, Oklahoma or stay in Texas?
Best regards,
CAF Notes & Links

Question: From SB (email)
Hi Catherine,
Thank you again for your courage and integrity. I have
heard you mention several times recently the possibility
that Mr. Global knows something about a geophysical
risk that could explain their reasons or motives for their
policies. Would you please expand on your reasons for
saying this?
Thanks very much, blessings and health to you!
CAF Notes & Links
Question: From T&D W (email)
Hello Catherine –
We are T&D, new subscribers to the Solari Report. We
have listened to you in various other venues, and finally
decided that your work would be very helpful for us! (I
know! Duh!!!)
Anyway, there is so much information on your page,
first, it’s awesome! Second, however, we have a couple
of very pressing questions that may need decisions be-

fore we can even make a dent in reading and watching
all there is to see and learn.
We have read the Welcome, though are not all the way
through FAQ’s. We are also just starting to read, “State
of Our Currency,” and seen the interview of Sir James
Goldsmith and Charlie Rose – Wow!
Our situation is this:
We have a decent amount of money available (for
now!), but mostly in an IRA. We are torn between
whether or not to take it out and invest it in something,
like land with water and space (!), or ???
We are not expecting you to give us direct advice, but
we would like to know what article(s) on your site
would be most useful for us to read based on our
quandary?
Thanks in advance,
CAF Notes & Links
Other:
Question: From DE [not a question]

In my humble opinion, States have to stand up to nullify
unconstitutional executive orders and other federal government over-reach. that is their duty. It is used all the
time by the blue team… look at sanctuary cities…..
clearly lawless and they get away with it. It is time for
the states to fight back and, if need be, to secede. Yes, it
won’t be pretty, yes, it creates a civil war
environment… but the other solutions are not going to
be peaceful, so the 100 million people have to assert authority wherein and whereas they find it.
Respectfully submitted
CAF Notes & Links
Our greatest power is to collectively bring the law.
Question: From DW
Holy shit? What just blew up in the night sky on Jan 25,
2021
fyi .... downloaded by some Canadian, who does not
know where it happened.
From Telegram. Jan25/2021
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K7q-TwuPFg&feature=emb_logo

Take care,
CAF Notes & Links
Question: From CC
Catherine, I have not been much of a traveler for most
of my life and have an expired passport . I am wondering if you have any insight as to whether having a passport is just a good idea in general during these times. I
am thinking that if I do not get one now, I will not be
able to without a vaccine. Thank you.
CAF Notes & Links
Question: From JB
Catherine,
Does the short squeeze activity have the potential to
bring down brokerage firms, and do you think this is really just a case of the retail investors v.s. the institutional hedge funds?
CAF Notes & Links:

Question: From AAL
Hello Catherine,
Why is your company called Solari?
CAF Notes & Links:
Question: From JB
Hi Catherine, Thanks for the information on where to
bank, but what brokerage would you recommend for
stock investing given the outages?
CAF Notes & Links:
Question: From AA
What’s the deal with the Marjorie T Greene thing?
Should we send support?
CAF Notes & Links:
I don’t know Greene. Looks to me this is part of the effort to prove there is an “insurrection” and of course
committee power grab.

The Going Direct wrap-up report was fascinating. John
Titus is great! Could you tell me what the lovely piano
music was at the start? I love piano music but am
woefully ignorant of it, so a note of the music you
feature would be greatly appreciated!
IN AT THE LAST MINUTE
I am in UK and had a look at the Bank of England
website on the subject of QE. This is what they say:
'How does quantitative easing work?
Large-scale purchases of government bonds lower the
interest rates or ‘yields’ on those bonds. This pushes
down on the interest rates offered on loans (eg
mortgages or business loans) because rates on
government bonds tend to affect other interest rates in
the economy.
So QE works by making it cheaper for households and
businesses to borrow money – encouraging spending.
In addition, QE can stimulate the economy by boosting
a wide range of financial asset prices.

Suppose we buy £1 million of government bonds from a
pension fund. In place of the bonds, the pension fund
now has £1 million in money. Rather than hold on to
this money, it might invest it in financial assets, such as
shares, that give it a higher return. And when demand
for financial assets is high, with more people wanting to
buy them, the value of these assets increases. This
makes businesses and households holding shares
wealthier – making them more likely to spend more,
boosting economic activity.
Following the additional programme of QE announced
in November 2020, our purchases of UK government
bonds will total £875 billion. In addition, £20 billion of
sterling non-financial investment-grade corporate
bonds have been purchased. That means the stock of
assets held in the Asset Purchase Facility will total
£895 billion.'
My schooldays economics class is a distant memory
(and probably all wrong anyway) but these days BoE
seems to use a broad money supply measure called M4
and it's gone up. Am I being dim here, but they seem
happy to say QE is intended to drive up the financial
markets. Why would BoE say the opposite of what the
Fed claims?

I really had hoped my days of having to follow all the
financial stuff was behind me, but clearly not so! Like
Dr Farrell, my feet are firmly planted in the culture and
always will be.
I wrote you back in the spring when Lake Constance
had to cancel. We've had an interesting time down here
in XXXXXl. We've have had scarcely any cases of the
Covid. The first UK lockdown ended in early July and
as we are essentially a holiday town, we were inundated
with visitors all the way through to the end of October.
Still no Covid. The local businesses were run off their
feet so have done okay. The UK then embarked on
some sort of tier system with different regions having
different restrictions linked to whatever their ‘test
results’ were showing. We were just about the only
place in the lowest tier so carried on much as normal
(there was no tier for ’no problem’). Then we’ve had
another total lockdown, but winter is our quiet time of
year so the impact isn’t very much for our local
businesses (nearly all small independents). We've lost a
few, but I would say not much more than the usual
turnover, and they have pretty promptly been replaced
by new ones, so confidence seems rather good. But we
have a lot of people here with insecure, minimum wage

jobs and some of them are really struggling. The food
bank use is up a lot.
We’ve also had a run-up in property prices, mainly the
upscale properties typically bought as second homes
and/ or holiday lets - this has been partly fuelled by a
temporary reduction in the property tax (stamp duty)
payable on purchases which the UK Gvmt announced
last spring as Covid swung into action and is due to
expire 31 March 2021. This would save £15k on a
second home type property and the price increases have
run ahead of that (I would say 3 or 4 times that) so there
is definitely increased demand for these properties Covid refugees, I suppose. Some of these properties
have bounced on and off the market a couple of times,
probably due to impulse/ panic offers and/ or weak
valuations. I followed it all quite closely as I’m in the
market for something myself, but for me it’s much more
important to get the right thing than a cheap price as I
want a long-term hold with some specific features. It’s a
very tricky local market, very skewed by the holiday
home factor. I don’t observe so much of a price hike in
the lower end of the market, which is local people
buying homes to actually live in.
We are also being favoured (two miles up the road) with

a visit from the G7 in June which left me speechless
(this is unusual). I will try to observe what I can around
this event. It’s a bizarre choice of venue, since we don’t
have big hotels here and the chosen ones are very close
in to residential areas with tiny roads - there is a helipad
at the bigger hotel and the one where the meetings are
meant to occur is on the beach so I guess they will
helicopter back and forwards - very eco friendly. They
can close off our entire peninsula from the main trunk
road, so presumably Antifa, BLM, EDL and other
assorted protesters will be corralled down there. I have a
theory that maybe we are just a decoy and the meeting
will occur elsewhere or be bounced into cyberspace.
You will be happy to hear that I was lucky enough to be
allocated an allotment last October (if you are not
familiar, this is a very English institution dating back to
Victorian times whereby the local council gets hold of
some land and rents small plots at very cheap rents to
householders - it was meant for the working classes to
grow their own vegetables, often in cities). My half plot
is 30 x 15 feet and is currently being fitted out with a
rabbit-proof fence and a small shed. The rent is £45 per
annum. I live right in the middle of the old town here, so
I don’t have a garden (I do some volunteer gardening
for a local arts charity). I’ve always gardened but never

grown produce, so the allotment is my new project for
2021. Allotments are incredibly popular and all forms of
growing seem to be even more so since Covid - the
garden shed company said they are crazy-busy with
orders!
I have done a lot of Get Clean actions in the last 18
months or so since joining Solari. However I cracked
recently and bought a couple of Asia trackers through
Vanguard. I am conflicted over this, as I now have to
admit that trackers and Vanguard are part of the
problem. I don’t have the time or expertise to invest in
the markets any other way, I’ve always done so just by
following broad geopolitical trends. I had cleaned it all
out, but since cash interest is now dead I find a modest
equity kicker hard to resist. It’s also partly to push cash
into a tax-free envelope, we can do £20k pa in the UK at
the moment and at present we are allowed to switch it
between cash and market investments but it’s use-it-orlose it for each tax year. I'm finding this a very difficult
one.
I have no idea what is going on with the Covid in the
UK as I completely stopped all MSM at the turn of the
year. I am fortunate that the lockdowns only have a
modest impact on my life. I have to admit to being

completely baffled by the UK’s stance in all this. In
some ways it feels to me like a phony kind of war?
Certainly there is no sense of enforcement pressure
down here, but we’re a very small place and a long way
from anywhere. I go out and about whenever I want. I
do invite people in, but they don’t want to come in if it’s
‘prohibited’. Lots of people here just meet their friends
down on the sea-front - I did the other day and a bunch
of us were hanging out and chatting with takeaway
coffee, a police van swung by (a rare sight) and they just
beamed at us and we all beamed back. A military
helicopter flew over low the other day when I was
coming back from the allotment, very unusual. Maybe
doing a recce for G7.
Most people I know seem to be rushing off to get the
injection - and it’s the Pfizer - which worries me a lot.
I’m not a priority group, and I’m not expecting pressure
over it, but thanks to Solari, RFK and all the other
heroes I feel well prepared to deflect it if necessary. I
did try to talk to people about it last year, but people just
don’t seem willing to question it, so now I feel I just
have to leave them to make their own decision. Most of
my friends are pretty educated people and I just find it
extraordinary that they don’t want to find out more. I
think a lot of them have had a pretty comfortable life,

with more upscale family backgrounds than me, often
with some inherited money, and I think it’s harder for
them to question the status quo. And of course, the
television!
Apologies if this is a bit of a rag-bag update! Once
again, thank you for everything you do - life would be
very difficult right now without Solari and all your
wonderful associates. I’ve just been listening to your
talk with Thomas Meyer on Ahriman - incredibly on
point. I am slowly getting into Steiner now, between
you and DJ. I seem to remember DJ remarking in one of
his X-series shows that Steiner once said that Russia
would be the saviour of the West. I’m going to listen to
Putin’s WEF speech next!

Hi,
I am brand new to the site and I am trying to learn my
way. I am concerned about the market and a potential
crash. Besides precious metals is there anything else
you would suggest to weather the coming storm?

Dear Catherine,
In the hopes of further distancing our finances from
people & corporations intent on harvesting us, can you
talk briefly about switching your mortgage from one
lender to another (not refinancing). I realize it might all
be in the fine print of the mortgage agreement
pertaining to our specific mortgage, but can you provide
any insights you have into this subject & possible
additional resources to check out. Thank you for your
time, best regards.

Dear Catherine
Can you please explain what's behind the issuance of
presidential Executive Orders?

Hi Catherine
Just wanting to know if you have heard anything along
the lines of:
This is not a vaccine- it is a gene altering experimental

injection.
As such Dr David Martin says it’s not a vaccine and
therefore the drug companies are not exempt from being
sued. They are only offered immunity because it’s a
“vaccine”. But these are clearly not vaccines.
Do you know of any class actions against the drug
companies for deaths and adverse reactions, for which
they are no longer exempt?
Dr Coleman says that on one of the websites they are
saying the vaccine trials continue for another 2 years to
2023- therefore they are experimental
Dr David Martin
This is not a “Vaccine”. It is an experimental injection.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p_hwJkhNo9w&feature=youtu.be
Dr Vernon Coleman
https://www.brandnewtube.com/watch/dr-vernon-coleman-urgent-news-about-the-covid-19-vaccine-reaction_utcfeeLlDIPSWIN.html
https://brandnewtube.com/watch/doctors-and-nurses-giving-the-covid-19-vaccine-will-be-tried-as-war-criminals_7tNEBnZogbdlEXu.html

Conclusion:

Question:
CAF Notes & Links
Additional Resources
Send in questions:
Askcatherine@solari.com
Subscriber input

